Collaborative Action Grants

RFP AND ONLINE APPLICATION:
www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/design-leadership/design-grants

QUESTIONS?
Email us at design@enterprisecommunity.org
Nella Young
Program Director, Design Leadership
Enterprise Community Partners

Emily Roush-Elliott
Social Impact Architect
Delta Design Build Workshop
AGENDA

Program History
Grant Overview
Conversation with 2016 Grantees
Audience Q&A
COLLABORATIVE ACTIONS
DESIGNING WITH COMMUNITY
“DESIGN IS THE **PROCESS** OF WORKING WITH MANY PEOPLE TOWARD SHARED VALUES AND A SOCIAL **PURPOSE**.”
THE FETZER INSTITUTE WORKS TO INVESTIGATE, ACTIVATE AND CELEBRATE LOVE & FORGIVENESS AS A PRACTICAL FORCE FOR GOOD.
COLLABORATIVE ACTIONS
GREENWOOD, MS

GOODat Gift Certificate

Congratulations! You have won a gift certificate for the prize described below. The prize represents a good or service that someone in your community has to offer. Please thank them for what they are GOODat!

Winner’s Name: ____________________________

Description of prize: ____________________________

GOODat provided by: ____________________________ Phone: ____________________________

Estimated value of prize: ____________________________ Certificate #: ____________________________

I, ____________________________, have been paid the value of this prize and will render the service described here upon receipt of this gift certificate.

Signature: ____________________________

Baptist Town
GOODAT DAY CREATED A **RIPPLE EFFECT** OF SMALLER ACTIONS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
ASK the community to help generate ideas

LISTEN and bring ideas from the community to life

BUILD history and community identity into the future of a project
GRANT OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW

NUMBER OF GRANTS TO BE AWARDED
Twenty (in 2 rounds)

TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE AWARDED
$5,000 per grantee

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE
6 months from grant notification

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
Nonprofit 501c3 organizations

TARGET GEOGRAPHIES
Chicago, Boston, Denver, Detroit, Gulf Coast, Mid-Atlantic, New York City, Northern California, Ohio, Pacific Northwest, Southeast, and Southern California as well as rural and Native American communities.

Organizations in any US location are eligible, but target geographies will be prioritized.
ONLINE APPLICATION QUESTIONS

Project description
Describe your concept for the Collaborative Action and how it advances community goals or goals or meets a community need.

Community context and engagement
Where will this Collaborative Action take place and whom will it involve?
In what ways will community members be engaged?

Communications & outreach plan
What is your plan for communication and outreach?
You are welcome to include related costs within the budget.

Impact
How will the Collaborative Action impact the community, organization or project beyond the beyond the scope of this grant?

PROPOSALS WILL BE EVALUATED ON HOW WELL THEY

- Advance long-term community goals or meet community needs
- Deploy creative and collaborative strategies
- Engage local voices and build community agency
- Demonstrate feasibility within the budget and timeline
TIMELINE

ROUND 1
Submission Deadline April 21
Grantees Notified Week of May 8

ROUND 2
Request for Proposals (RFP) Issued May 10
Webinar: Grant Overview & Stories May 18, Thurs. 3pm EST
Submission Deadline June 9
Grantees Notified Week of June 26

APPLY ONLINE:
www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/design-leadership/design-grants

CONTACT US AT:
design@enterprisecommunity.org
www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/design-leadership/design-grant/made-love-recipes-community-change
TOOLS & RESOURCES

Community How-To Guides

http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/resources
CONVERSATION WITH 2016 GRANTEES
Kounkuey Design Initiative

COACHELLA VALLEY, CA

“I really love the mountains. I love to see all the fields that there are here, all the palm trees. As hot as it is here in the East Valley, you can’t compare the views. That’s the beauty of it.”

Interview by Tiquila, Martinez, 4/10/10
A Community of Friends

ALL EYES ON HUNTINGTON PARK

Free food! Skate Park

at this corner; I want to see...

Business Park
Healthy Food
999 Store

Skate Skate Park

Skate Shop

Good Food

COFFEE

SHOP
QUESTIONS?
QUESTIONS?
Email us at design@enterprisecommunity.org

RFP and Online Application:
www.enterprisecommunity.org/solutions-and-innovation/design-leadership/design-grants

Nella Young
Program Director, Design Leadership
Enterprise Community Partners
nyoung@enterprisecommunity.org
FAQ’s

What kind of costs are eligible / not eligible?
Staff time, hiring an artist, event supplies, marketing materials, installation supplies
Overhead and G&A are not eligible

What if I’m not in your target geography?
Organizations outside of the target geography are eligible for these funds, but our target geographies are where our priorities are focused, so your chances are lower if you are outside these target areas.
People just wanted to be part of something fun and beautiful
SANTO DOMINGO, NM
The Walk showed the elders that their world will not be lost to time
The events allowed the real experts, the community, to self-organize.